
 We are witness to the greatest invasion carried out against the United States of America since 1812! 
Not by foreign Armies, not by Foreign Navies and not by foreign Air Forces! By foreign proxy 
warfare!  By foreign Illegal Immigrants! What could not be accomplished by foreign military forces is 
being accomplished  by an onslaught of illegal immigration! The more terrifying part of this attack? 
Our own Federal Government! Their complicit in this attack, first by covid, then by supply chain bottle
necks, then the CCP’s alliance with Mexican Drug Cartels and nor through illegal immigration! They 
are giving them social security cards, drivers licenses and all of the benefits of an American Citizen 
without the financial responsibilities associated with those benefits! Who pays the cost? The American 
tax payer! YOU! While the illegal immigration is problematic at best is a front for the real threat. 
Enough Fentanyl to kill every American three times over being smuggled in through our southern 
border and supplied, financed and supported by who? The CCP! When their weaponized Covid virus 
didn’t accomplish the depopulation of America fast enough, they unleash a second wave of Chemical 
warfare against America in the form of Fentanyl! Make no mistake our Republic has been under attack 
by the CCP since 2020! We now face a second wave of attacks from both Fentanyl and Illegal 
Immigrants all sponsored and financed by the CCP! How do people from third world Banana 
Republics, who make less than the average American spends on Starbucks each month each year, 
afford the price the Terrorist Cartels require for their passage and entry into the U.S.? How come they 
show up at our ports of entry in clean clothes and seemingly not malnourished? By design! And our 
current is fully onboard with this invasion and are actually helping facilitate it! We will not survive this 
attack until 2024. NO! It is time for the Citizen Soldier, the militia, to step up if out Federal 
Government will not and defend the Republic. Under 10 USC subsection 246, Federal Law, we are all 
the Militia! It is time for a second mobilization of the Citizen Soldiers to answer the call of freedom 
and once more stand against tyranny and despotism! To stand against the threat to our Republic, our 
Constitution our very survival against all enemies foreign and domestic! Time for us as Citizens to 
answer freedoms call and stand for the cause of freedom and liberty once more! We must take up arms 
for the cause of freedom and defend our Republic from threat to freedom, both from without and 
within, and once again be the defenders of the Republic! So as it it was in the beginning of this great 
experiment called a Constitutional Republic, so shall it be for us to once again stand against tyranny 
and despotism! FOR THE REPUBLIC!  DUTY! HONOR! COUNTRY!  


